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 Adult ISH, the Flagship Podcast from YR Media, Debuts on November 2nd 
The culture podcast for almost-adults provides advice, conversations, and celebrity interviews 

led by 22-year-old hosts Merk Nguyen and Nyge Turner 
  
Oakland, CA—(November 2, 2018)—YR Media, the national network of young journalists and 
artists creating content for this generation, is excited to announce the launch of its  flagship 
podcast Adult ISH, the first-of-its-kind culture and advice podcast produced entirely by people 
who are almost adults. Each week, hosts Nyge Turner (Oakland) and Merk Nguyen (Brooklyn), 
both 22, will dive deep into topics ranging from hip-hop to race to mental health and  
professional goals. Each of these topics will be explored through frank conversations with young 
and “young at heart” celebrities and influencers shaping our world. Expect to hear from a wide 
variety of guests including the first Muslim-American Olympic medallist, Ibtihaj Muhammad, 
18-year-old actor Marcus Scribner from ABC’s Black-ish, and undocumented Black Panther 
actor Bambadjan Bamba. 
 
“Adult ISH gave me a sense of "YASS, you get me!" and we're hoping it'll do that for our 
listeners too,” explain co-host Merk Nguyen and Nyge Turner. “To be honest, we're just trying to 
figure out how to play the adulting game like everyone else. And our show is the podcast party 
you really wanna be at.” 
 
The jam-packed first season of Adult ISH premieres November 2nd and runs through December 
21st. The first episode will drop on November 2nd, with one episode dropping every week 
thereafter for eight weeks. Each episode spotlights a different theme that speaks to budding 
adults, including relationships (“Love ISH”), political activism (“Woke ISH”), and nerd culture 
(“Nerd ISH”) with the intent of approaching these issues with curiosity and humor. 
 



In every episode, listeners can look forward to fantastic new music made by almost-adults and a 
rotating menu of segments, including:  
● Momma, I Made It! featuring interviews with people including the first deaf-blind 

Harvard Law grad Haben Girma and Michael Tubbs, the youngest mayor of a city with a 
population over 100,000 (it’s 300K+) 

● #GOALS, an advice session with someone who knows their ISH like 18-year-old actor 
Marcus Scribner from ABC’s Blackish and YouTube superstar LaurDIY 

● Agree-to-Disagree, where our hosts engage in rapid-fire debate about the pressing and 
not-so-pressing issues of our time, such as, is ghosting ever justified? Or Netflix subtitles 
or nah? 

 
For more information on Adult ISH, to listen to the show trailer and first three episodes, and to 
subscribe to the podcast, go to  http://www.yradultish.com.  

### 
 
About Adult ISH:  
 
 
Adult ISH is a production of YR Media, a new brand, platform, and national network owned and 
operated by young producers, creating content and dialogue with (and for) their peers. Along 
with Adult ISH, you’ll find daily news and arts coverage, national features on emerging artists 
and youth-driven movements, documentary content, original music, and much more. Go to 
http://www.yradultish.com to subscribe to the podcast and learn more about the show. You can 
also follow Adult ISH on Twitter and Instagram at @yradultish. 
 
About  YR Media: 
 
YR Media, formerly Youth Radio, is a national network of young journalists and artists who 
create content for this generation. We link up with our peers around the country to amplify music 
and stories that matter. For more than 25 years, our non-profit production company has invested 
in future generations to build crucial skills in journalism, arts and media from our headquarters in 
Downtown Oakland. Join us and explore our award-winning content at YR.MEDIA  


